Quantized Hall conductance is a generic feature of two dimensional electronic systems with broken time reversal symmetry. In the quantum anomalous Hall state recently discovered in magnetic topological insulators, time reversal symmetry is believed to be broken by long-range ferromagnetic order, with quantized resistance observed even at zero external magnetic field. Here, we use scanning nanoSQUID magnetic imaging to provide a direct visualization of the dynamics of the quantum phase transition between the two anomalous Hall plateaus in a Cr-doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 thin film. Contrary to naive expectations based upon macroscopic magnetometry, our measurements reveal a superparamagnetic state formed by weakly interacting magnetic domains with 1 arXiv:1506.05114v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 16 Jun 2015 a characteristic size of few tens of nanometers. The magnetic phase transition occurs through random reversals of these local moments, which drive the electronic Hall plateau transition. Surprisingly, we find that the electronic system can in turn drive the dynamics of the magnetic system, revealing a subtle interplay between the two coupled quantum phase transitions.
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The integer quantum Hall effect (QHE), first observed in clean two dimensional electron systems at high magnetic fields (1) , is the paradigmatic example of a topological phase: different integer quantum Hall states are characterized by identical symmetries but different integer topological quantum numbers η, with the quantized Hall resistance given by R xy = ηh/e 2 (2).
However, Hall quantization may occur also in the absence of an external field as long as timereversal symmetry (TRS) is broken (3) . This quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state was recently realized experimentally (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) following theoretical proposals based on combining strong spinorbit coupling with long-range ferromagnetic (FM) order in magnetically doped topological insulators (TI) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . The QH plateau transition represents the canonical example of a topological phase transition, described by the divergence of the localization length and a universal critical scaling of transport coefficients (19) . Recent theoretical calculations show that under certain assumptions, the QAH plateau transition can be mapped onto the same network model used to describe the integer QH plateau transition, leading to the same scaling laws (20).
While the electronic topological transition in QH and QAH systems, taken in isolation, can be viewed as identical, the two experimental systems differ in several key aspects. The QH plateau transition is a purely electronic effect, in which delocalization occurs against a background of quenched electronic disorder. In contrast, the QAH plateau transition results from two coupled quantum phase transitions: the field-driven magnetic transition of the FM order and the electronic transition that is driven by TRS breaking of the FM transition. The dynamics of the FM reversal can endow the QAH electronic transition with features that do not 2 have an analog in QHE systems. Exactly at the transition, both systems can be understood as a network of domain walls-magnetic domain walls for the QAH, and domain walls of different filling factor in the QHE-that host counterpropagating chiral edge states. Crucially, however, in contrast to the QH plateau transition, which describes the phase diagram of the system in thermodynamic equilibrium, the FM domain structure in the QAH is metastable leading to hysteresis and relaxation dynamics that can directly affect the electronic system. Moreover, the energy scale of the electronic delocalization transition and its critical scaling may depend on the details of the microscopic FM structure and on the scaling of the magnetic phase transition.
Finally, the electronic system, which commonly mediates FM interactions in dilute magnetic systems, can in turn modify the phase transition of the magnetic system. Most previous studies of QAH systems have used electronic transport measurements to probe the combined effect of magnetic and electronic evolutions, making it difficult to disentangle the individual roles of the two phase transitions. Exploring the reciprocal coupling of the magnetic and electronic quantum phase transitions thus requires selective measurement tools that can address the two systems independently.
Here we combine electronic transport with a scanning superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) of 200 nm diameter that resides on the apex of a quartz tip (SQUIDon-Tip (SOT)) (21, 22) to simultaneously probe the magnetic and electronic transitions at 3 He temperatures in a 7 quintuple layer (QL) thick Cr 0.1 (Bi 0.5 Sb 0.5 ) 1.9 Te 3 film grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a SrTiO 3 substrate (Fig. 1) . The large dielectric constant of the substrate allows effective control of the chemical potential through back gating. The hysteretic transition between two Hall resistance (R xy ) plateaus occurs at a coercive field of H c = 130 mT at 250 mK (Fig. 1A) . At elevated fields, the longitudinal resistance (R xx ) shows a pronounced dip as a function of the back gate voltage at V g ≈ 6 V due to an incipient QAH state (Fig. 1B) . At the lowest measurement temperature (250 mK) used here, the sample we discuss does not yet show the fully developed QAH. This is similar to previous experiments on Cr-doped topological insulator films (4-9) where quantized Hall resistance appears only at dilution refrigerator temperatures, far below the onset temperature of hysteretic magnetic behavior (4, 23) . Figures   1E-H show images of the local distribution of the magnetic field B z (x, y) in the sample at various points along the magnetization loop. We find B z (x, y) to be highly inhomogeneous at all fields, with peak contrast at H c , where the average magnetization vanishes (Figs. 1F,G) . Surprisingly, submicron structure is evident even at fields corresponding to saturation of transport coefficients (Figs. 1E,H). Images corresponding to opposite magnetization are highly anticorrelated on microscopic scales-including at full saturation. This suggests an inhomogeneous distribution of magnetic moments due to segregation of the Cr dopants. While high resolution transmission electron microscopy measurements on our samples have yet to show any obvious evidence of Cr clustering (see Fig. S11 ), we cannot preclude inhomogeneity at the nanoscale, akin to that found in other magnetically doped semiconductors such as Cr-doped ZnTe (24).
Clear evidence of phase separation has only been seen in Cr doped Bi 2 Se 3 thin film (25) samples that do not show the QAH state, while large nanoscale fluctuations in the local Cr density have been observed in Te based samples (26) due to random doping that introduces strong disorder in the material (27).
In metallic FM thin films with out-of-plane magnetization, it is well established that magnetization reversal develops via the nucleation and propagation of domain walls (DWs) separating regions of opposite magnetization. Such DW mediated magnetization reversal has also been imaged in ferromagnetic semiconductor films (28, 29) at magnetic dopant concentrations comparable to those in our magnetic TI films. However, scanning SOT microscopy reveals a very different picture of the magnetization reversal process in magnetic TIs. Figure 2A shows a sequence of B z (x, y) images acquired for increasing values of µ 0 H near H c . The five images appear almost identical; however, numerical subtraction of successive image data (∆B z (x, y), see Fig. 2B ) reveals the underlying dynamic process. Instead of the anticipated DW motion, magnetization reversal occurs through a series of random events in which isolated nanoscale islands undergo a reversal of their out-of-plane magnetic moment (see Movie S1). As we discuss below, this constitutes a direct microscopic observation of superparamagnetism in magnetically doped TI films. Our observations caution against drawing conclusions about the ferromagnetic state solely from macroscopic magnetization probes (SQUID magnetometry, magneto-optical Kerr effect) which show square hysteresis loops with robust zero field remanence (30).
To quantify the superparamagnetic dynamics across the Hall plateau transition, we fit each of the local features in the ∆B z (x, y) maps with a point-like out-of-plane magnetic moment m (Fig. S3 ). Figure 2C summarizes ∼1700 such fits, accumulated over four different ranges of magnetic field. Throughout the measured range, the spatial distribution of reversal events is random ( Fig. 2D inset and The temporal relaxation measurements further corroborate the superparamagnetic behavior:
at temperatures well below the blocking temperature, the magnetization of a superparamagnet is hysteretic, showing minimal relaxation at low fields. On approaching H c the magnetic anisotropy barrier U is reduced, leading to relaxation when U k B T . Since U is proportional to the volume of the superparamagnetic particles, smaller islands undergo thermal activation at a lower field. Simultaneous transport measurements (Fig. 3D ) indicate that the electronic transition closely tracks the magnetic relaxation, with transport coefficient relaxation evident at µ 0 H set = 63 mT and pronounced at 126 mT, in accord with the total temporal change in magnetization extracted from the SOT data (Fig. 3C ).
The plateau transition observed in electronic transport appears to be mainly dictated by the underlying magnetic reversal. Surprisingly, however, we find that the dynamics of the magnetic system can in turn be influenced by the electronic system. To explore this effect, we perform a sequence of magnetic imaging at 126 mT interspersing consecutive scans with small excursions of the back gate voltage ∆V g (Fig. 3B) . Remarkably, even small ∆V g ∼ 1 V excursions enhance the relaxation of the superparamagnetic islands significantly, as is evident from the statistics of the observed moment reversals (Fig. 3C ). This enhancement in turn is evident in the transport coefficients, as shown in Fig. 3D .
A full comparison of the effects of applied magnetic field, gate voltage, and time on transport coefficients is presented in Fig. 4C , which shows a unified parametric plot of the transport coefficient vector (R xx , R xy ). On this plot, the large magnetic hysteresis evident in Figs. 4A,B
is absent, demonstrating that the relation between R xx and R xy (at a given V g ) is a universal function determined by the magnetization. Within a single constant-V g arc-shaped plot, zero net magnetization corresponds to the maximum of the arc at zero Hall angle, while the varying
Hall angle along the arc reflects the varying sample magnetization. Variable V g traces over 
Movies of the magnetic moment reversal dynamics
The fabrication of the SOT devices and the scanning SOT magnetic imaging were performed as described in Refs. 21,22. The scanning magnetic images of B z (x, y) and the differences between consecutive images ∆B z (x, y) were acquired at constant increments of applied magnetic field and compiled into movies (Movies S1 and S2). Figures S1 and S2 show representative frames from the movies of two Cr-doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 samples. Fig. 2B) . Numerical procedure is then used to find local peaks marked by × that are above a threshold of 4 µT set by the measurement noise level. (B) Best fit procedure is then applied in which each peak (five in this case) is fitted to the magnetic field generated by a point dipole 2m at height h below the SOT convoluted with the active area of the SOT (the factor 2 arises from the fact that the superparamagnetic island magnetization flips from −m to +m). (C) The quality of the fit is demonstrated by subtracting the fit (B) from the image (A). (D) The resulting magnitudes m of the fitted dipoles at a fixed optimal h = 345 nm. The diameter d of the superparamagnetic islands is then calculated from their moment m assuming an average saturation magnetization of 3µ B /Cr atom (obtained from global magnetization measurements presented in Fig. S14 ), Cr doping of 5%, unit cell size of 0.43 nm, and thickness of 7 nm. The resulting size of the islands is smaller than SOT diameter or the height h justifying the point dipole aproximation. A full simulation taking into account the finite size of the islands gave similar results.
3 Spatial distribution of the magnetization reversals 
Transport measurements
The samples were mechanically patterned into a Hall-bar geometry and the transport measurements were performed using three synchronized SR830 lock-in amplifiers for simultaneous measurement of the current, longitudinal voltage, and transverse voltage (Fig. S6 ). The applied current was 10 to 20 nA at a frequency of 17.71 Hz. In order to minimize the mixing between longitudinal and transverse resistances switching between the current and voltage leads in VdP configuration was performed using Keithly7001 switch box for most of the presented data. The gate voltage was applied using a DC source (Keithley2400). The sweeping rate of V g was limited to 0.5 V/sec to ensure absence of heating, and after reaching the target V g there was a 3 seconds waiting time before the measurement.
The simultaneous magnetotransport and SOT imaging measurements were performed in Oxford Heliox Hysteretic loops of R xx and R xy vs. applied field at V g = 6 V without (blue) and with (red) gate excursions. In the former case the transport coefficients were measured continuously while sweeping the applied field. In the latter case at each value of the applied field, gate excursion of ∆V g = ±30 V was applied for ten times prior to the measurement of R xx and R xy . Increasing the number of ∆V g repetitions did not induce additional change in the transport coefficients. The effective coercive field is seen to be reduced substantially by the gate excursions in contrast to Fig. 4A ,B which shows no appreciable change in H c for field sweeps at various constant gate voltages over the same range of V g values. Note that the resulting reduction in H c is much larger than what can be achieved by temporal relaxation (see Figs. S9  and 4D ). Despite the large reduction in the hysteresis by the gate excursions a fully reversible equilibrium state could not be reached. 7 Transport and superparamagnetic dynamics in 10QL Crdoped (Bi, Sb) 2 T e 3 sample Similar studies were performed on an additional 10QL Cr-doped sample. Figures S2, S12 , and S13 show that the transport coefficients in this sample are far from QAH quantization, however the superparamagnetic behavior is qualitatively the same. Figure S13 : Scaling of the cumulative magnetization change and the transverse resistance in 10QL Cr-doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 film at T=250 mK. Evolution of magnetization M (left axis, blue circles) on descending magnetic field (after sweep down from 1 T) obtained by cumulative addition of the superparamagnetic moment reversals M = 2m, derived from a sequence of images like in Fig. S12 and the simultaneously measured R xy (right axis, red). The data points were acquired only at ranges of fields where the SOT had high sensitivity resulting in the gaps between the ranges. The magnetization in each range is offset by an arbitrary constant. Through most of the transition region a close relation between R xy and M is observed.
Global magnetization studies
Magnetization measurements were taken of a 40 nm thick sample using a commercial SQUID magnetometer with the applied field perpendicular to the film (Fig. S14) . For the temperature sweeps the sample was cooled from 305K to 3.5K in either a 9000 Oe field for the field cooled (FC) curve or 1.3 Oe field for the zero field cooled (ZFC) curve (1.3 Oe is the remenance in the magnet after demagnetization, so this corresponds to zero field). The applied field is then set to 50 Oe and the magnetization is measured as the sample is warmed. The same procedure was followed using an annealed STO substrate with no film. The measurements from the STO substrate were subtracted from the measurements of the film to remove the contribution from the substrate. After this a small constant offset was subtracted from the FC and ZFC curves so that the magnetization is zero at 50K. A clear peak is seen in the ZFC data below T C at around 7 K, suggestive of a blocking temperature associated with superparamagnetism. This peak is also seen in thin (∼10 QL thick) samples as well as in samples grown on InP(111)A substrates. Such peaks are typically associated with superparamagnetic or spin glass materials but have also been occasionally observed in ferromagnets. Further studies are needed to identify its origin.
For the field sweep, the sample is cooled in field to 5K and the applied field is swept from 9000 Oe to -9000 Oe and back. Again, the substrate contribution is subtracted. All measured magnetizations are normalized by the sample area. It should be noted that the features in the field sweep at +/-2500 Oe are artifacts due to the small magnetization signal in the raw data when the strong diamagnetic contribution of the substrate causes the total magnetization to cross through zero at these values. Using a composition of Cr 0.1 (Bi 0.5 Sb 0.5 ) 1.9 Te 3 and a high field saturation magnetization of 7.25e-7 emu/mm Both samples show surface disorder with characteristic lateral length scale of about 100 nm. X-ray diffraction shows that this surface roughness is created by the formation of a mosaic of twinned crystalline domains during epitaxial growth. The 7QL sample described in the main text (right column) has a more uniform morphology and lower surface roughness than the 10QL sample.
